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Product Parts

1 - Base
2 - Snap Banner Rail
3 - Loop (x2)
4 - Shock Corded
  Telescoping Pole**
5 - Pin
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Change Agent Telescoping Retractor

Banner Install

Step 1 
Begin by removing all of the parts from the carry case 
and place them on a clean, flat surface.

Remove both End Caps from the Snap Banner Rail (2) 
and open the clamp.

Step 2 
Fully insert the top edge of your banner into the groove 
of the Snap Banner Rail (2) and snap shut and replace 
end caps.

Step 3
Lay the banner flat, printed side down. Firmly and 
evenly press the bottom of the banner onto the Hook of 
the leader on the Base (1). 

Step 4
Facing the front of the Base (1), Maintain tension on 
the banner while slowly removing the Pin (5). Allow the 
banner to gently roll into the canister.

*Store the Pin (5) on the side of the base or adhere it  
  under the base for future graphic changes.
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*Do Not Pull Pin Until Directed

Insert Banner
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Display Set-Up

Storage

Place all product parts into Carry Case and store in a cool dry location. 

Step 1 
Place the Base (1) on the floor and 
assemble the Shock Cord portion of 
the Shock Corded Telescoping Pole 
(4).

Step 2 
Insert the bottom of 
the Shock Corded 
Telescoping Pole (4) into 
the hole in the center of 
the Base (1) until fully 
seated.

Step 3
Stand facing the back of the Base (1) and gently pull the  
Snap Banner Rail (2) upwards. 

Insert the Top Connector of the Shock Corded 
Telescoping Pole (4) into the rear groove on the Snap 
Banner Rail (2) where the “insert” sticker is located.

Step 4
Adjust the Shock Corded Telescoping Pole (4) to the 
desired height and lock into place. Do not exceed 80" high. 
*Overtightening or the use of tools when locking in 
place may cause the pole to fail.


